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The Department of Sanskrit organized a 30 hour Online National Level Certificate Course on 

Computational Resources and Application for Sanskrit from 15-30th March, 2021 via e-

educational platforms such as Google Meet and Zoom. The course was focused on basic 

computational tools elementary for enhanced Sanskrit learning. It was definitely a huge 

success as it opened avenues for Computational Linguistics (CL) education in Sanskrit 

background. The scholars who participated in the workshop received theoretical knowledge 

about the components of CL such as basic typing and text editing tools, they were furnished 

with knowledge of different fonts, scripts, Unicode, transliteration modules, basics of web 

development and introductory lesson in speech technology. Each member got hands-on 

practice for HTML, CSS and python. Everyone who joined was able to garner practical 

knowledge and it as well, developed enthusiasm for CL aspect in traditional Sanskrit learning 

methodologies. 

At the end of the 30 hours online course, assessment process took place. The mode of 

assessment also remained online (Computer based test or CBT). It was a multiple-choice 

questionnaire test, consisting of 25 questions each marked at 2 points. KNC team has 

maintained a response sheet for the examination conducted as per which, a total of 104 

attendees gave the test, individual answer script was delivered and average score card ranged 

from 28-50 which resulted in the average percentage of 41-42%.The mode of assessment was 

appropriate to assess the knowledge trends and analyze the learning graph. 

A total of 104 academicians, scholars and students from across the country joined this 

national certificate course. The technical team meticulously maintained the electronic 

attendance of each minute rigorously for 15 days. Every participant maintained the 95% 

attendance and actively participated in the practical sessions. The attendance record thus, 

stands for 104 participants with each of them receiving duly signed certificates. 

 


